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Dear Member of the United States Congress:

In my capacity as president of the Interethnic Association on the Development of the Peruvian
Amazon (AIDESEP), I am writing to ask you to oppose H.R. 3688, the Peru “Free Trade
Agreement” (FTA), when it comes up for a vote in the U.S. Congress in the coming weeks. We are
convinced that the FTA will give incentives for further and irreversible destruction of virgin
rainforest, which will in turn increase global warming and displace our communities from their
home territories. This is an absolutely unacceptable outcome for our planet, and particularly for the
territory where our communities live, as we collectively work to reduce the threat of global warming.

AIDESEP is Peru’s largest national organization of Amazonian indigenous communities,
representing over 350,000 indigenous persons from 1,350 communities spanning 16 different
linguistic groups and six regional organizations located in Peru’s Amazon. We advocate at the
national level for policies to sustainably develop our territories, including by ensuring that the
national government and oil, gas and mining corporations do not impose their development plans
against the will and program of our communities. We work extensively with international advocacy
groups to meet our goals.

Nevertheless, the Peru FTA, if approved, would threaten every aspect of our livelihoods and
sustainable development program. We are very preoccupied that the administration of President
Alan García is auctioning off Peru’s Amazon at a breakneck speed to foreign firms ranging from
Hunt Oil to Occidental Petroleum and beyond. Already by 2004, as the FTA was just being
negotiated, only 15 percent of Peru’s Amazon was zoned for oil, gas and mining – today, that figure
is near 70 percent. (See enclosed map for more detail.)

In December 2006, months before the finalization of the FTA, President García issued decrees
opening massive tracts of land in the Amazon to oil, gas and mining exploration. This includes
previously “protected” natural areas, lands belonging to indigenous communities (without their even
being informed), and reserves for the protection of uncontacted indigenous peoples. Such
protections ensure the life and health of isolated indigenous peoples, as they lack immunity to
common illnesses from the outside world – even the common cold – and whole villages can die
from contact with these introduced illnesses.

But the current rate of rainforest destruction does not only affect the communities that I represent.
As you know, the world’s rainforests act as one of the largest storehouses of carbon. Peru’s tropical
rainforests contain nearly 11 percent of the total Amazon basin. The possible overexploitation of
Peru’s natural resources that could come as a consequence of the FTA would send incredible
amounts of carbon into the atmosphere, negating much of your own efforts in the U.S. Congress to
limit the impacts of global warming.



Provisions contained in the Peru FTA are directly incentivizing this massive takeover that is
threatening our livelihoods and leading to irreversible destruction of virgin rainforest. For
example, the Peru FTA’s Chapter 10 establishes investor rights provisions that would help lock in
our government’s destructive anti-indigenous and anti-environment policies. The FTA explicitly
gives foreign oil, gas and mining companies the right to skirt Peruvian laws and courts and challenge
the Peruvian government in foreign tribunals for changes to their licenses, authorizations, permits
and other investment agreements. This provision goes even beyond NAFTA and CAFTA, and
opens up a wide range of policies and future reforms to challenge in foreign trade tribunals.

This would mean that a Peruvian government could be ordered to pay oil, gas and mining
companies potentially excessive compensation if their concessions were scaled back. The same could
happen for any government regulatory action that undermines an investor’s expected future
profitability, meaning they could keep working in national parks or sensitive lands in the Amazon
where indigenous communities live or the environment is being protected. Thus, for instance, if a
future government decided that oil and gas companies must not pollute local waterways, the
corporations could demand compensation because such a policy would undermine their future
profits.

In short, the range of policies that could be challenged for Peruvian taxpayer compensation is so
wide as to encompass virtually every sustainable development policy that AIDESEP has tirelessly
prioritized for decades, and hopes to get approved with future administrations that are more
responsive to our concerns than the current government.

It is very unfortunate that our own Republic’s Congress approved the signing of such a damaging
treaty as the Peru FTA. Our democracy is still weak, due in part to the ongoing history of
colonialism and racism that excludes meaningful input from affected indigenous communities who
fight against exploitation and marginalization.

All this leads us to place our hope in your colleagues and above all in you, the members of the U.S.
Congress, to represent the best of democracy in our hemisphere and vote down this shameful Peru
FTA.

Yours,

Alberto Pizango Chota
President, Interethnic Association for the Development of the Peruvian Amazon (AIDESEP)








